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Abstract
Manufacturing has been incapable of keeping up with Moore’s law without significantly
increasing process variability and imposing massive geometric restrictions on design. Small
changes in layout constraints, a.k.a. design rules, can have a significant impact on design
power, performance, and area metrics. We will describe the open-source framework
developed in our group: Design Rule Evaluator or DRE which allows for design-technology
co-optimization at early stages of technology development. The DRE methodology consists
of quick estimation of the layout for a given set of rules followed by approximate modeling
of design metrics, manufacturability, and yield. We also show how data driven approaches
can be used to aid assessment of pattern-restricted technologies like multiple patterning as
well as evaluate holistic impact of design rules not just for small cells but for large sized
design blocks accounting for complex interactions between rules, performance, variability,
yield and area

